Analytical methods for the retrieval and interpretation of continuous glucose monitoring data in diabetes.
Scientific and industrial effort is now increasingly focused on the development of closed-loop control systems (artificial pancreas) to control glucose metabolism of people with diabetes, particularly type 1 diabetes mellitus. The primary prerequisite to a successful artificial pancreas, and to optimal diabetes control in general, is the continuous glucose monitor (CGM), which measures glucose levels frequently (e.g., every 5 min). Thus, a CGM collects detailed glucose time series, which carry significant information about the dynamics of glucose fluctuations. However, a CGM assesses blood glucose indirectly via subcutaneous determinations. As a result, two types of analytical problems arise for the retrieval and interpretation of CGM data: (1) the order and the timing of CGM readings and (2) sensor errors, time lag, and deviations from BG need to be accounted for. In order to improve the quality of information extracted from CGM data, we suggest several analytical and data visualization methods. These analyses evaluate CGM errors, assess risks associated with glucose variability, quantify glucose system stability, and predict glucose fluctuation. All analyses are illustrated with data collected using MiniMed CGMS (Medtronic, Northridge, CA) and Freestyle Navigator (Abbott Diabetes Care, Alameda, CA). It is important to remember that traditional statistics do not work well with CGM data because consecutive CGM readings are highly interdependent. In conclusion, advanced analysis and visualization of CGM data allow for evaluation of dynamical characteristics of diabetes and reveal clinical information that is inaccessible via standard statistics, which do not take into account the temporal structure of data. The use of such methods has the potential to enable optimal glycemic control in diabetes and, in the future, artificial pancreas systems.